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Office 2016 what's new 

In comparison with Office 2010, Office 2016 has many improvements and modernisations 

'under the hood'. The user interface has hardly changed. Below some highlights. 

The first change you will instantly spot 

Different colors. Microsoft Office 2016 introduces Colorful which is the default theme and 

each app gets a different color. Word is dark blue, Excel is green, PowerPoint is orange, 

Outlook is light-blue, and OneNote is purple. As always, you can change the color to any 

among three choices from File > Account > Office Theme. 

 

Get more done with some “Tell me” assistance 

Remember Clippy? For those who have felt lost among the endless options in Office, 

the Tell me what you want to do is Clippy’s smarter cousin. Notice the little bulb icon in 

the middle of the Ribbon. It is intelligence personified – you just have to tell it what you 

want to do. No digging for commands or shoveling through the Help file. 

 

http://www.makeuseof.com/tag/7-signs-seasoned-windows-user/
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Type what you want to do in the Office program and the little genie not only shows you 

how to do it, like a help feature, but let’s you do it directly from here. 

For instance: if you want to adjust line spacing, but don’t know how to do it, just type it 

in the little field. The line spacing options are displayed in an eye blink. 

Visualize data better with new chart types 

Word, PowerPoint, and Excel get new chart types that help to visualize raw data with neat 

diagrams in easier ways. Data is moving towards richer storytelling and you will need all 

the tools you need. New chart types include Treemap, Waterfall, Pareto, Histogram, Box 

and Whisker, and Sunburst.  

How useful are they? Very. 

A Treemap chart can be used to display a high level view of your data. With the right color 

coding your eyes can spot the patterns and proportional differences between different sets 

of data. You can get a bird’s eye view of large data sets easily, without becoming mired in 

the confusing individual items. For example, compare the population densities of all U.S. 

states. 

 

Of course, a chart can only be as good as the data it represents. But with the multiple 

charting options now available, Microsoft Office 2016 gives you more ways to work with 

the data. 

Pro Tip: In Excel 2016, use the Quick Analysis button (right-click context menu) to 

display a preview of the recommended chart as per your data. 
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Handwrite equations quicker with ink equations 

Working with math equations is easier in Word, Excel, and PowerPoint now. Go to Insert > 

Equation > Ink Equation. For touch-enabled devices, you can use your finger or a touch 

stylus to write math equations by hand. You can also use the mouse in the Write box. The 

Office software converts it into text. 

Pro Tip: The equation editor has a Select and Correct option if Office fails to recognize the 

symbols. Draw a marquee around the symbol and choose from one of the alternatives 

provided. 

New features in Microsoft Office apps that make 

a difference 

There are some specific features exclusive to the apps in the Microsoft suite. Here’s the 

short look. 

Microsoft Outlook 2016 

Quicker File Attachment 

Email workflow is accelerated when attaching files just works. Outlook 2016 makes it 

easier to attach recently opened files from the menu. 

 

Microsoft Excel 2016 

Power Query is a business intelligence tool that is available as an add-in in Microsoft Excel 

2013 and 2010. In Excel 2016, Power Query is directly accessible from Ribbon > Data > 

Get & Transform > New Query. 

https://support.office.com/en-us/article/Introduction-to-Microsoft-Power-Query-for-Excel-6e92e2f4-2079-4e1f-bad5-89f6269cd605
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Better forecasting of time series data 

From linear forecasting available in earlier versions, Excel 2016 gets a one-click button for 

exponential forecasting of a data series. Go to Ribbon > Data > Forecast Sheet. 
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Cool geospatial visualizations with 3d power maps 

The Power Map tool is now called 3D Maps and built into Excel 2016. Use it as an 

advanced business intelligence tool by visualizing any geospatial data that you have 

already brought into Excel with Power Query and combined with Power Pivot. 

 

Microsoft PowerPoint 2016 

Record your screen with Powerpoint 

Seamlessly record any process on your screen with a new screencasting tool in 

PowerPoint. Go to Ribbon > Insert > Screen recording, capture a part of your screen with 

audio and insert it directly into your presentation in a one-click process. 

 

You can edit the video with the many video style presets, crop it to the size you want, or 

save the video file on your desktop for use outside Powerpoint. 

This Quick reference is an adaptation from the article  

http://www.makeuseof.com/tag/13-reasons-upgrade-microsoft-office-2016/ 


